
Executive Summary
A&S Ventures, a registered LLC company based in New Jersey, extends its operations to the dynamic 
city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Our presence in both regions underscores our commitment to 
serving clients with excellence and integrity across different geographical areas. Verified and 
recognized for our legitimacy, we are proud recipients of the LUX Global Excellence Awards 2023, a 
prestigious acknowledgment of our dedication to delivering unparalleled service and innovation. At 
A&S Ventures, whether in New Jersey or Philadelphia, we remain steadfast in our mission to exceed 
expectations and provide exceptional solutions to our valued clients.

For many entrepreneurs, the biggest challenge is finding the right partner who shares their vision and 
goals. At A&S Ventures, we understand this struggle and have made it our mission to serve as a 
thoughtful and supportive partner to startup founders. Our strategy is centered on identifying 
companies with unique, market-disrupting ideas, and working closely with the founders to provide the 
support and guidance they need to make these ideas a reality.

Our goal is to help startups grow and succeed. We offer a wide range of services to help you at every 
stage of your business, from funding to strategy to execution. Our experienced team is committed to 
your success and takes a personalized approach to each project.

Our Companies:

A&S VENTURES LLC
Where Entrepreneurship is Excelled.



At Gift In A Box, we started this company because we know how
stressful gift shopping can be, especially when you're short on time.
We created a solution by offering a variety of curated gift boxes that

you can choose from. Our mission is to make gift-giving enjoyable,
effortless, and unforgettable. We carefully select each item that goes

into our gift boxes, ensuring that every recipient feels special and
appreciated. 

Gift In A Box

We started Wild Candle Company with a mission to create candles
using natural ingredients and recyclable materials, enabling our
customers to light their homes and rooms with a clean and eco-

friendly source of light. BUT, with the touch of our one of a kind unique
scents making the candle be WILD. Our founders know that relaxation

and well-being come from a tranquil and inviting environment, which is
why we pour our hearts and souls into every product we create in

hopes that it ignites magic in people's lives.

Wild Candle Company

At UniMart Supplies, our journey began with a simple yet profound
mission: to provide students, parents, and teachers with access to

affordable school supplies of the highest quality. However, we wanted
to go beyond just offering basic necessities. Our founders envisioned a

space where affordability meets creativity, where the essentials of
education are imbued with inspiration. That's why we infuse each

product with our unique brand of innovation and passion, ensuring
that every purchase from UniMart Supplies sparks joy and possibility in

the lives of our customers. 

UniMart Supplies


